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ABSTRACT
The bandwidth and latency requirements of modern datacenter ap-
plications have led researchers to propose various topology designs
using static, dynamic demand-oblivious (rotor), and/or dynamic
demand-aware switches. However, given the diverse nature of dat-
acenter traffic, there is little consensus about how these designs
would fare against each other. In this work, we analyze the through-
put of existing topology designs under different traffic patterns and
study their unique advantages and potential costs in terms of band-
width and latency “tax”. To overcome the identified inefficiencies,
we propose Cerberus, a unified, two-layer leaf-spine optical data-
center design with three topology types. Cerberus systematically
matches different traffic patterns with their most suitable topology
type: e.g., latency-sensitive flows are transmitted via a static topol-
ogy, all-to-all traffic via a rotor topology, and elephant flows via a
demand-aware topology. We show analytically and in simulations
that Cerberus can improve throughput significantly compared
to alternative approaches and operate datacenters at higher loads
while being throughput-proportional.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Datacenter networks have become a critical backbone of our dig-
ital society. The traffic these networks need to serve is growing
explosively, and researchers are exploring novel optical datacen-
ter networks, including both static and dynamic topologies. The
architectural design choices of operators are expanding. In particu-
lar, there exist several fundamentally different optical datacenter
topologies, relying on different switching technologies. We classify
these topologies along the two independent dimensions, static vs
dynamic and demand-oblivious vs demand-aware and we identify
threemain topology types: (i) Traditionally, datacenter networks are
based on static and demand-oblivious topologies, e.g., Clos and ex-
pander graphs [1], (ii) More recent proposals also explore dynamic
but demand-oblivious topologies, e.g., relying on rotor switches that
periodically reconfigure the topology [2].(iii) Furthermore, there
are dynamic and demand-aware topologies that can be reconfig-
ured according to the current traffic pattern.However, there is little
consensus in the networking community on how these different
designs fare against each other [1], in particular when it comes to
throughput [3]. What is more, we currently lack a unified model
and analytical tools to close this gap.
Matching traffic patterns to topology designs. This paper is
motivated by the observation that existing datacenter network de-
signs in many cases provide a mismatch between some common
traffic patterns and the switching technology used in the network
topology to serve them. Different optical topologies provide differ-
ent tradeoffs and the used topology should depend on the demand.
For example, mice flows that are time-sensitive should be served
on a static topology since reconfiguration times may violate their
latency constraints. Elephant flows, may benefit from dynamic
demand-aware topologies. Since the reconfiguration time is rela-
tively small compared to the transmission time of such large flows,
the reconfiguration can be amortized, and throughput improved by
establishing direct links between frequently communicating pairs.
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A key concern: throughput. Our main metric of interest is the
end-to-end throughput supported by systems in a fluid-flow model.
We follow the throughput definition by Jyothi et al. [3] and focus
on the network topology. The throughput of a system for a traffic
demand matrix 𝑇 is the highest scaling factor \ (𝑇 ) for which the
traffic is feasible in the system. That is, we seek the maximum
scaling factor for which there exists a feasible multi-commodity
network flow assignment that routes the traffic in the matrix \ (𝑇 ) ·
𝑇 through the network from each source to each destination. A
feasible flow means that the flow rates are subject to link capacities
and to flow conservation at each intermediate node. The throughput
of a topology, denoted by\∗, is defined as theworst-case throughput
among all traffic matrices [3].
Potential inefficiencies: bandwidth and latency tax. To com-
pare the throughput of different topologies, we propose to quantify
their inefficiencies in terms of taxes. Static topologies requiremulti-
hop forwarding. This can be problematic, especially for large flows:
the more hops a flow must traverse, the more network capacity is
consumed. As noticed in prior work [2], inefficiency arising from
multi-hop routing can be seen as a “bandwidth tax” (BW-Tax). In
contrast, in dynamic networks, the topology may be reconfigured to
provide direct connectivity to elephant flows at the cost of a recon-
figuration time. In general, we can regard the reconfiguration time
as a “latency tax” (LT-Tax). Regarding the design choice between
static vs dynamic topology, we therefore observe that whereas dy-
namic topologies introduce a latency tax, static topologies introduce
a bandwidth tax. In this paper, we present a systematic approach
to study the throughput of both static and dynamic topologies for
different traffic types. We make the following contributions.
Contribution 1: Throughput analysis including bandwidth
and latency tax. We first extend the throughput definition by
Jyothi et al. [3] from a demand matrix 𝑇 to our general traffic gen-
eration model T . We further extend the definition to apply also
to dynamic network topologies rather than only static topologies.
In turn, we present a mathematical framework that allows us to
evaluate analytically the performance and trade-offs of arbitrary
demands using different optical switches, considering real traffic
distributions. In particular, based on our models, we formally show
that all three topology types have a unique raison d’etre. In contrast
to previous work , we propose to study the throughput via demand
completion time (DCT), which allows us to incorporate both band-
width and latency tax into our analysis. We further show that the
efficiency of different topology types depends on the skewness of
the traffic distribution in a non-trivial manner. This enables us to
provide novel insights into an abstract version of existing archi-
tectures such as rotor-net for RotorNet [2] and expander-net for
Xpander [1], including their throughput.
Contribution 2: A unified network model. We formalize the
forte of three popular optical topologies from prior work: a static
expander-based [1] , a rotor-based [2], and a demand-aware topol-
ogy [4]. Based on these models, we propose a unified two-layer
leaf-spine network model, called ToR-Matching-ToR (TMT), that
simultaneously contains both static and dynamic topologies, and in
particular, the three topology parts: static, rotor, and demand-aware.
This generalizes the existing architectures mentioned above since
the spine switches can be of different types.

expander-net rotor-net Cerberus
BW-Tax ✓ ✓ ✗

LT-Tax ✗ ✓ ✓

\∗ 0.53 0.45 Open
Datamining 0.53 0.6 0.8 (+33%)
Permutation 0.53 0.45 ≈ 1 (+88%)
Case Study 0.53 0.66 0.9 (+36%)

Table 1: The main topology designs we consider in this paper and
their related properties and achieved throughput (with our improve-
ment in %).

Contribution 3:Matching traffic to topologieswithCerberus.
Motivated by the identified inefficiencies resulting from a mismatch
between traffic and topology, we describe a novel architecture, Cer-
berus1, which can serve traffic on the topology that best matches
the traffic’s characteristics. For example, latency-sensitive mice
flows can be transmitted via static switches, all-to-all traffic via
dynamic rotor switches, and elephant flows via demand-aware
switches. Table 1 gives an overview of our corresponding contribu-
tions. For example, our simulations show that compared to static
and dynamic demand-oblivious topologies, Cerberus improves the
throughput by 33% or more for a datamining workload, by 36% or
more for a synthetic case study imitating realistic flow-size distri-
butions, and by 88% or more for permutation matrices, i.e., sparse
matrices which represent the worst-case input for oblivious designs.
We further prove that Cerberus is throughput-proportional [1],
namely, that Cerberus is able to utilize its full capacity proportion-
ally, even when only a subset of the servers generates traffic.
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1In Greek mythology, Cerberus is a dog with three heads (corresponding to our three
topology parts).
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